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＜Amusement＞
Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

1634 Wakayanagi, Midori-ku, Sagamihara-shi, Kanagawa-ken

From early November to early April  The time that the illuminations are lit vary seasonally. For details, please check the website.

Available (regular vehicle \1,000,  Large bus \2,000, Two wheeled vehicles \500)

https://www.sagamiko-resort.jp/events/illumillion.html  （Website is available in multiple languages.）

Group/Individual Mark

Recommended Season

Target Regions

Start Yokohama Station

Time Required 6 hours

Goal Yokohama Station

Access

JR Line [Yokohama Station] --- Bus (60 min) --- 
Aikawa Solar Park (60 min) --- Bus (10 min) --- 
Aikawa Park Crafts Studio Village (60 min) --- 
Bus (30 min) --- Sagami Lake Resort Pleasure 
Forest / Sagamiko Illumilion (60 min) --- Bus 
(90 min) --- JR Line [Yokohama Station]
Traveling via chartered bus

Individual
Specific Model Route Details

From Sagamiko Station (JR Line) take a Bus 
bound for Mikage. Get off at Pleasure 
Forest-mae bus stop and walk for 1 min.
There is a nonstop bus service from Shinjuku 
Station (charges apply).

1871

Central of
the Prefecture

Sagamihara City
Tourist Attraction No.

Muscle Monster(Lake Sagami's Resort Pleasure Forest)

Bodily-sensational Illumination: Wrapped in light

Sagamiko Illumillion
(Sagamiko Resort Pleasure Forest)

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

November-April

Group Individual

Sagami Lake Prefectural Park
Sagami Lake Prefectural Park has 
a great view of Lake Sagami and 
its beautiful scenery, with four 
distinct faces for the different 
seasons. It's visited by many 
people on weekends. A popular 
hidden gem of the park is its 
old-school game arcades.

The arrival of Japan and Asia’s 
first enormous climbing 
attraction̶the Muscle 
Monster!  In the facility that is 
comprised of a three-layer 
athletic area and a roof 
observation deck, is 
jam-packed a variety of appeal.

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

selling point

Sagamiko Illumillion is the biggest illumination event in the Kanto region held every year by Sagamiko 
Resort. This experience-type illumination, which features 6 million beautiful balls of light, is recognized 
as one of the big three illumination events of Kanto. The place is 50 minutes by car from the center of 
the Metropolis, and because it has various facilities such as an amusement park, camp and barbecue 
grounds, and bathing facilities for day trips, anyone and everyone can enjoy themselves.

There are also plenty of night attractions such as lifts and a Ferris wheel. You can enjoy a 
mystical experience in which your body is wrapped by the overwhelming radiance of Kanto’s 
largest decorative illumination event.
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